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The C-terminal domain (Mpro-C) of SARS-CoVmain protease adopts
two different fold topologies, a monomer and a 3D domain-
swapped dimer. Here, we report that Mpro-C can reversibly inter-
convert between these two topological states under physiological
conditions. Although the swapped α1-helix is fully buried inside the
protein hydrophobic core, the interconversion of Mpro-C is carried
out without the hydrophobic core being exposed to solvent. The
3D domain swapping of Mpro-C is activated by an order-to-disorder
transition of its C-terminal α5-helix foldon. Unfolding of this foldon
promotes self-association of Mpro-C monomers and functions to
mediate the 3D domain swapping, without which Mpro-C can no
longer form the domain-swapped dimer. Taken together, we pro-
pose that there exists a special dimeric intermediate enabling the
protein core to unpack and the α1-helices to swap in a hydrophobic
environment, which minimizes the energy cost of the 3D domain-
swapping process.

NMR ∣ protein folding

3Ddomain swapping is a unique mechanism for protein di-
merization or oligomerization (1, 2). Through exchanging

identical structure elements, two or more molecules of the same
protein can form a dimer or higher order oligomer with tight
binding interface. In recent years, more and more evidences re-
vealed that 3D domain swapping is involved in protein function
regulation (2, 3). Most importantly, 3D domain swapping is in-
dicated to be a mechanism for proteins to form aggregates, fibrils,
and amyloids, some of which are associated with neurodegenera-
tive diseases (4, 5).

Most domain-swapped dimers were obtained through nonphy-
siological treatments (2), such as low pH, high temperature, crys-
tallization, lyopholization, or freezing. In some cases, slow inter-
conversion (days to months) between a monomeric protein and
its domain-swapped dimer was observed under physiological or
nondenaturing conditions (6–12), while the process could be
speed up by changing conditions favoring unfolding (2, 12).
For example, the monomer and domain-swapped dimer of cya-
novirin-N was reported to be in apparent equilibrium (half con-
version time is about 10 h) at 38 °C while its Tm is 60 °C (8).
Similar phenomena were observed for GB1 (11), and p13suc1
(12), etc. Although the mechanism for 3D domain swapping re-
mains unclear, it is commonly believed that unfolding of the
monomeric protein is necessary for it to release the domains to
be swapped (13). For proteins that swap an independently folded
domain, it is proposed that the folded monomer is first converted
to an “open monomer” in which the swapped domain is detached
from the rest of the protein, followed by domain-swapped dimer
formation (7, 14, 15). As most proteins swap only a few secondary
structural elements that do not fold into an independent domain,
it is proposed that these proteins must unfold substantially during
the domain swapping process (12, 16–18). For proteins to under-
go spontaneous interconversion under physiological or nondena-
turing conditions (6–12), either full unfolding of the protein
(6, 19) or partial unfolding of the swapped elements (8, 11)

was suggested. However, as there is normally a huge energy bar-
rier between the monomer and domain-swapped dimer, it is still
not clear how these proteins can spontaneously unfold and pass
the energy barrier (20).

We have previously reported that expression of the C-terminal
domain of SARS-CoV main protease (Mpro-C, residues 187–306)
alone in E. coli yields both a monomeric form and a domain-
swapped dimeric form due to exchange of α1-helices (Fig. 1)
(21). We have also demonstrated that the mature protein of the
main protease can assemble into a super-active stable octamer
due to 3D domain swapping of its C-terminal domain (22). This
stable octameric main protease is constantly active since each
subunit is locked into the active conformation, unlike the active
dimeric enzyme, which is in equilibrium with the inactive mono-
mer. Here, we report that Mpro-C can reversibly interconvert be-
tween monomeric and domain-swapped dimeric forms under
physiological conditions (37 °C, pH 7.0). We demonstrate that the
interconversion of Mpro-C is controlled by an order-to-disorder
transition of its C-terminal α5-helix foldon, which mediates the
3D domain swapping process without the protein hydrophobic
core being exposed to solvent.

Results
Reversible Interconversion between Mpro-C Monomer and Domain-
swappedDimer.Although both themonomer and domain-swapped
dimer (DS-dimer) of Mpro-C are relatively stable at room tem-
perature with no obvious interconversion in days (21), we found
that an equilibrium between the monomer and DS-dimer is estab-
lished in a few hours when the temperature is raised to 37 °C,
starting from either monomer or DS-dimer (Fig. 2 A and B). The
observed mass ratios between the monomer and DS-dimer at
equilibrium are almost the same (approximately 9∶1) in the tem-
perature range of 33–39 °C at a protein concentration of 0.5 mM.
The equilibrium dissociation constant (Kd) is determined to be
about 8 mM, which can be translated into a Gibbs free energy
of dissociation of about 12 kJ∕mol at 37 °C based on the Van’t
Hoff equation.

The rate of interconversion is highly dependent on tempera-
ture, and the half conversion time (t1∕2) is about 2 h at 37 °C
and about 20 h at 33 °C (Fig. 2 C and D). Apparently, an increase
of temperature by 4 °C results in over 10-fold increase of the con-
version rate (Table S1). Accordingly, the interconversion rate at
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room temperature (25 °C) is predicted to be over 1,000 times
slower with t1∕2 to be months. It is interesting to notice that
the mass ratio between the purified monomer and DS-dimer ex-
pressed in E. coli is usually about 3∶2 at different temperatures
(18, 25, and 35 °C) (23). It has been suggested that some other
factors in the cells may play important roles in facilitating protein
oligomerization and stabilizing protein oligomers, such as macro-
molecular crowding, high local protein concentration, and/or mo-
lecular chaperons (1, 2, 24), which remains to be investigated in
the future.

Analysis using the transition state theory revealed that the
Gibbs free energy of activation is 88 kJ∕mol for the 3D domain-
swapped dimerization and 99 kJ∕mol for the DS-dimer dissocia-
tion, while the enthalpy of activation is 374 kJ∕mol for dimeriza-

tion and 436 kJ∕mol for dimer dissociation, indicating there is a
huge energy barrier between the two states (Fig. S1 A–C). The
size of this energy barrier is consistent with that of other similar
systems, such as stefin A (6) and cyanovirin-N (19). Besides in-
creasing temperature, the interconversion process can also be
speed up with the addition of urea (Fig. S1D). In the presence
of 2.5 M urea, the t1∕2 is about 23 h at 25 °C, close to that of
33 °C (Table S1). We tried to investigate the mechanism behind
the dramatic acceleration of the interconversion by temperature,
as chemical reaction rate is normally increased only by 2–3 times
with a 10 °C temperature increase in this temperature range. For
the convenience of description, we name 25 °C as “unswappable
condition” and 37 °C or 25 °C with 2.5 M urea (25° C∕urea) as
“swappable condition.”

Since the swapped α1-helix of Mpro-C is buried in the protein
hydrophobic core, we wondered whether elevated temperature or
urea could cause unfolding of Mpro-C. We thus analyzed the ther-
mal stability of Mpro-C using far-UV circular dichroism (CD)
spectroscopy (Fig. 2 E and F), and the results showed that the
apparent thermal denaturation midpoint (Tm) for Mpro-C mono-
mer and DS-dimer are 59.1 and 59.4 °C, respectively. The denatu-
ration free energyΔGU at 25 °C was calculated to be 44.1 kJ∕mol
for the monomer, noting that the conversion of monomer into
DS-dimer could be neglected since the sample concentration is
very low (1.4 μM) (Fig. 2F). In contrast, the DS-dimer would
firstly dissociate into monomers as the temperature is increased
during the thermal unfolding experiment, and the monomer
would unfold subsequently. Therefore, the thermal denaturation
data of the DS-dimer should mainly reflect unfolding of the
monomeric protein, consistent with our observation that the
DS-dimer has similar apparent Tm value as the monomer. CD
spectrum of the monomer at 37 °C showed a small decrease in
the negative ellipticity at 222 nm compared with that at 25 °C,
which can be interpreted as a loss of helicity by approximately
4% (Fig. 2E). The stability of monomeric Mpro-C was decreased
in the presence of 2.5 M urea with a Tm of 57.1 °C, and the
CD spectrum at 25° C∕urea also showed a small decrease in
the negative ellipticity at 222 nm. It should be noted that com-
plete unfolding of Mpro-C could not be achieved with urea. Over
half of Mpro-C is still folded in the presence of 8 M urea. All
these indicate that both forms of Mpro-C are stable and still main-
tain most of their secondary structures under the swappable
conditions.

Consistently, 2D 1H-15N HSQC spectra of Mpro-C monomer
at 37 °C or 25° C∕urea are overlapped relatively well with that at
25 °C (Fig. 3C), with maximal combined NH chemical shift dif-
ference (Δδcomb) to be 0.06 ppm, indicating that the monomer in
either swappable condition still maintains the overall fold as that
in the unswappable condition. Under both swappable conditions,
residues withΔδcomb over 0.04 ppm are mainly located atL2 loop,
α3-helix and α5-helix, suggesting that there may be small confor-
mational changes in these regions (Fig. 3 E and F). Both CD and
NMR analysis demonstrated that Mpro-C is well folded under
swappable conditions.

According to the pre-existing equilibrium theory (25), the na-
tive folded state of a protein is in equilibrium with unfolded state,
although the population of unfolded state is quite low. Based on
ΔGU (32.1 kJ∕mol at 37 °C) of Mpro-C monomer, the amount of
the fully unfolded state in 0.5 mM monomer can be estimated to
be 2.2 × 10−6 mM at 37 °C (20). Using the diffusion-limited mo-
lecular association rate constant of 7 × 109 M−1·s−1 (26), the di-
merization rate at 37 °C can be roughly calculated to be 10−8 s−1,
which results in a conversion t1∕2 of approximately 2 mo at 37 °C,
let alone the typical protein association rate constant is only
105 ∼ 106 M−1·s−1 (27). Therefore, it is thermodynamically im-
possible that the Mpro-C domain swapping process is undertaken
through a fully unfolded intermediate.

Fig. 1. Illustration of the two forms of Mpro-C. Ribbon diagram of (A) solu-
tion structure of Mpro-C monomer at 25 °C (PDB code 2K7X), and (B) crystal
structure of Mpro-C DS-dimer (PDB code 3EBN) with secondary structure ele-
ments annotated. The swapped element α1-helix was highlighted in red.
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Fig. 2. Interconversion between Mpro-C monomer and DS-dimer and ther-
mal stability of Mpro-C. (A) Elution profiles of Mpro-C DS-dimer incubated at
37 °C at 0 h (red), 0.5 h (blue), 1 h (green), and 7 h (purple). (B) Elution profiles
of Mpro-C monomer incubated at 37 °C at 0 h (red), 0.5 h (blue), 1 h (green),
and 7 h (purple). (C) Mass percentage of the monomer (solid line) and
DS-dimer (broken line) as a function of time for the conversion of Mpro-C
DS-dimer into monomer at 37 °C (red), 33 °C (black), and 25° C∕urea (green).
(D) Mass percentage of the monomer (solid line) and DS-dimer (broken line)
as a function of time for the conversion of Mpro-C monomer into DS-dimer at
37 °C (red), 33 °C (black), and 25° C∕urea (green). (E) Comparison of CD spec-
tra of monomeric Mpro-C at 25 °C (red), 37 °C (green), and 25° C∕urea (blue).
(F) Thermal denaturation curves of Mpro-C monomer (red), DS-dimer (blue),
and monomer in 2.5 M urea (green).
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Local Conformational Stability of Mpro-C Monomer. Based on struc-
tures of the monomer and DS-dimer of Mpro-C, it is apparent
that the interconversion between the two forms should at least
involve unpacking of the protein hydrophobic core and release
of the α1-helix. We wondered if α1-helix could transiently expose
to the solvent during the interconversion without fully unfolding
the protein. As NMR hydrogen exchange experiment is one of
the most effective techniques to monitor protein structure fluc-
tuation, we measured and compared the H/D exchange rates
(kex) for Mpro-C monomer at 25 and 37 °C (Fig. S2 and Table S2).

At 25 °C, we were able to obtain kex for 54 out of 120 residues,
ranging from 10−1 min−1 to 10−6 min−1, while NH exchange
rates for residues L205, A206, L208 and Y209 were too slow to
be accurately determined. No amide exchanging too fast to allow
the determination of kex is located on α1-α4 helices. However, kex
was only determined for residue V296, while all other amides on
α5-helix exchange too fast, indicating that α5-helix has relative
lower stability than the other helices.

Protein local conformational stability may be evaluated by the
protection factor (PF) of each residue or by the corresponding
apparent free energy (ΔGH-D) (Table S2). Based on PF, the rank-
ing of conformational stability for secondary structure elements
of monomeric Mpro-C is: α1 > α4 > α2 > α3 > α5. As expected,
α1-helix is the most protected one. Residues with the apparent
free energy ΔGH-D (42 ∼ 47 kJ∕mol) comparable to the dena-
turation free energy ΔGU (44.1 kJ∕mol) at 25 °C are all located
on α1-helix, suggesting that full unfold is required for these
amides to exchange at 25 °C.

At 37 °C, the swappable condition, kex, of 42 backbone NHs
could be measured, while amides of residues L208 and Y209 still

exchange too slowly. Amides of 13 residues located mainly
around loops or turns exchange too fast at 37 °C, and their kex
can no longer be measured (>10−1 min−1). Comparison of PF
reveals that the ranking of conformational stability for secondary
structure elements remains the same as that of 25 °C. ΔGH-D va-
lues of residues on α1-helix range from 31 to 34 kJ∕mol, which
are close to ΔGU (32.1 kJ∕mol) at 37 °C and much higher than
ΔGH-D values of residues on α2–α4 helices, indicating that the
swapped α1–helix is still well protected in the hydrophobic core.
Therefore, there should be no transient exposure of the protein
core to solvent under the swappable condition, which is the same
as the case at 25 °C. Thus, there must be a special mechanism to
enable two monomeric molecules to switch their α1-helices with-
out exposing them to solvent.

Unexpectedly, the amide of V296 on α5-helix with kex of 7.6 ×
10−5 min−1 at 25 °C showed no NH signal even in the first spec-
trum at 37 °C, suggesting it becomes exchanging with solvent very
rapidly. This indicates a dramatic decrease in the conformational
stability of α5-helix. Coincidently, α5-helix also shows significant
NH chemical shift changes in swappable conditions, which might
suggest that α5-helix may play a role in the domain swapping pro-
cess of Mpro-C.

Structure of Mpro-C Monomer Under Swappable Conditions. We de-
termined the solution structure of Mpro-C monomer in 2.5 M
urea at 25 °C (PDB 2LIZ), which should represent the structure
of Mpro-C that is “active” for domain swapping (Mpro-Cds)
(Table S3). The previously reported solution structure (PDB
2K7X) of Mpro-C monomer at 25 °C without urea can be viewed
as an “inactive” structure, which is unswappable (Mpro-Cnds).

The overall fold of Mpro-Cds is still similar to that of Mpro-Cnds,
except that α5-helix (residues P293-C300) in Mpro-Cnds becomes
unstructured in Mpro-Cds, consistent with the chemical shift index
analysis results (Fig. 3 A, B and D, Fig. S3). The other four α-he-
lices (α1, residues 201–214; α2, residues 227–234; α3, residues
244–257; α4, residues 261–271) and one loop (L1, residues
216–226) of Mpro-Cds, are essentially the same as those in
Mpro-Cnds. Backbone heavy atom rmsd between Mpro-Cds and
Mpro-Cnds is 0.44 Ǻ for the four α-helices. Residues P293–C300
that form α5-helix in Mpro-Cnds become disordered in Mpro-Cds,
and form a long flexible tail together with residues S301-Q306.

We also characterized the structure of Mpro-C monomer at
37 °C with NMR, and analysis of 3D 15N-NOESY-HSQC spectrum
revealed that no NOE characteristic for α-helical structure is ob-
served for residues P293-C300. The number of NOEs observed at
37 °C for this region is much less than that in Mpro-Cnds (Fig. S4).
These indicate that α5-helix in Mpro-Cnds also becomes disordered
and flexible at 37 °C, similar to the situation in 25° C∕urea.

As the disruption of α5-helix is the common structural change
for both swappable conditions, we speculated that the dramatic
acceleration of the interconversion rate may be related to unfold-
ing of α5-helix. At 25 °C, the unswappable condition, α5-helix is
well defined and is positioned in parallel to α1- and α3-helices,
making extensive contacts to both. It seems that α5-helix in
Mpro-Cnds may serve as a “lock” to block the movement of the
swapped α1-helix. Under swappable conditions, it is possible that
the disruption of α5-helix in Mpro-Cnds makes it much easier for
α1-helix to displace the disordered “α5-helix” in Mpro-Cds and get
“unlocked,” which enables and accelerates the domain swapping
process.

Disordered “α5-helix” Required for Mpro-C Domain Swapping. If
α5-helix in Mpro-Cnds does serve as a “lock,” we expected that re-
moval of α5-helix would greatly expedite the interconversion pro-
cess. We thus generated a C-terminal truncation mutant (residues
187–292, Mpro-C292) of Mpro-C with residues 293–306 (including
α5-helix) fully removed. To our surprise, Mpro-C292 expressed
in E. coli showed only one single peak eluted at 83.9 ml on
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Fig. 3. Structural characterization of Mpro-C monomer under different
solution conditions. (A) Backbone traces of 20 representative structures
and (B) ribbon diagram of the mean structure of Mpro-C monomer in
25° C∕urea (PDB 2LIZ). (C) Overlay of 2D 1H-15N HSQC spectra of monomeric
Mpro-C at 25 °C (blue), 37 °C (red), and 25° C∕urea (green). (D) Superimposi-
tion of Mpro-C monomer structures at 25 °C (light blue) and at 25° C∕urea
(pink) in ribbon diagram. The intact α5-helix is in blue, and the disordered
“α5-helix” is in red. (E) and (F) Chemical shift differences of monomeric
Mpro-C at 25 °C with 37 °C (E) and 25° C∕urea (F), respectively.
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gel-filtration column at 25 °C, corresponding to a monomer
(Fig. S5A). No dimer could be observed after Mpro-C292 was
either incubated at 37 °C or treated with 2.5 M urea at 25 °C
for hours, indicating that Mpro-C292 is a monomer which cannot
convert into DS-dimer. This result suggests that the disordered
“α5-helix” of Mpro-C is required for the conversion of monomer
to DS-dimer.

We therefore generated six additional truncation mutants,
Mpro-C293, Mpro-C294, Mpro-C295, Mpro-C296, Mpro-C298, and
Mpro-C301, in which fewer C-terminal residues are removed
(Table 1). Among these mutants, Mpro-C293 only exits as a mono-
mer, while all other 5 truncation mutants of Mpro-C were pro-
duced as both monomer and DS-dimer forms in E. coli. The
monomer to DS-dimer conversion rates for mutants
Mpro-C301, Mpro-C298, Mpro-C296, and Mpro-C295 are in increas-
ing order. The more C-terminal residues removed, the faster the
conversion rate is. However, when residue D295 is further re-
moved from Mpro-C295, the resulting mutant Mpro-C294 is con-
verting much slower than Mpro-C295 (Table 1). Overlay of 2D
1H-15N HSQC spectra of monomeric Mpro-C293, Mpro-C294,
and Mpro-C295 shows that most of the NH signals are well over-
lapped, indicating that there is no major structural difference
among these three truncation mutants (Fig. S5D). Moreover,
the presence of residue F294 is vital for the conversion of
Mpro-C294 from monomer into DS-dimer, as further removal
of residue F294 from Mpro-C294 results in Mpro-C293 no longer
possessing the ability of domain swapping. Meanwhile, residue
D295 is very important for Mpro-C monomer converting into
DS-dimer, since including residue D295 renders the conversion
rate of Mpro-C295 to be approximately 4 times faster than that of
Mpro-C294. Taken together, these data indicate that the disor-
dered “α5-helix” of Mpro-Cds under swappable conditions should
also play a crucial role in mediating the 3D domain swapping.

To rule out the possibility that the change of conversion rate
for the truncation mutants is simply due to protein thermal sta-
bility change, we also performed thermal denaturation study for
all truncation mutants (Table 1). The results showed that all
C-terminal truncation mutants are less stable than the wild-type
Mpro-C, and Tm values are lowered by 3 °C to 12 °C. However,
although Tm values of Mpro-C295 (51.6 °C) and Mpro-C296

(51.8 °C) are quite similar, the conversion rate of Mpro-C295

(629 mM−1 s−1) is over 4 times faster than that of Mpro-C296

(151 mM−1 s−1). On the other hand, mutants Mpro-C294 and
Mpro-C296 have similar conversion rates, but Tm of Mpro-C294

is 3.5 °C lower than that of Mpro-C296. Therefore, the difference
in the conversion rate for the truncation mutants cannot be
attributed to the change of thermal stability.

In the structures of Mpro-C monomer and DS-dimer, side-
chains of both F294 and D295 are largely exposed to solvent with-
out much contact with other parts of the protein (Fig. S5E). We
also studied the effect of point mutation for these two residues on
the interconversion between Mpro-C monomer and DS-dimer. As
shown in Table 1, mutation D295K results in about 20-fold in-
crease of the conversion rate and about 7 °C decrease in Tm,
while mutations F294A and F294D stabilize the protein and slow
down the conversion process by 6 and 8 times, respectively. How-
ever, mutation D295A destabilizes the protein, but causes
approximately 40% decrease in the conversion rate. Double mu-
tation F294A/D295A decreases Tm by 2 °C, but has little effect on
the conversion rate. These results confirm that the two residues
have a great impact on the conversion rate. If these mutations
only affect the stability of α5-helix or the whole protein, we would
expect to see a correlation between Tm and the conversion rate.
On the contrary, the results show that the change in conversion
rate caused by point mutations does not correlate with the change
in protein thermal stability, indicating again that residues F294
and D295 should play important roles in mediating the conver-
sion between monomer to DS-dimer.

Taken together, a disordered “α5-helix” is required and func-
tions to mediate the conversion between monomer to DS-dimer,
while the ordered α5-helix blocks the domain swapping of
Mpro-C.

Self-association Mediated by Disordered “α5-helix” of Mpro-C. We
further characterized Mpro-C under the swappable conditions,
in an effort to find out how Mpro-C behaves differently to enable
the domain swapping after α5-helix becomes disordered.

Interestingly, it was found that some NH peaks of Mpro-C at
37 °C display concentration dependent line broadening. Compar-
ison of NH peak intensities of samples with concentrations of 0.1
and 2.0 mM shows that NH signals of residues Q189-D197, T199-
A206, T226-N228, E240, T243, M276-G278, and I286, L287,
D289-F292, F294-Q306 are getting much weaker at higher con-
centration (I0.1mM∕I2.0mM > 1.5) (Fig. 4C). These residues are
mainly located at the N- and C-terminal regions (including α5-he-
lix), with a few on α2 and α3-helices and loop connecting them
(Fig. 4D, Fig. S5E). Similar phenomenon was also observed
for Mpro-C at 25° C∕urea (Fig. 4B), while residues displaying con-
centration dependent NH signal intensity changes are almost
identical to those at 37 °C (Fig. 4D). On the contrary, there is
almost no NH signal intensity change for Mpro-C at 25 °C be-
tween 2 and 0.1 mM samples (Fig. 4A). We also compared 2D
1H-15N HSQC spectra of Mpro-C292 at different concentrations,
and NH signals show little concentration dependent intensity
change (Fig. S5C). As the removal of N-terminal ten residues

Table 1. Thermal stability and monomer to DS-dimer conversion ability for wild-type and mutants
of Mpro-C

Mutants Sequence Domain swapping Tm (°C) ka (mM−1·s−1) at 37 °C

Mpro-C 187–306 yes 59.1 ± 1.1 11.1 ± 0.3
Mpro-C301 187–301 yes 56.3 ± 0.2 26.2 ± 0.8
Mpro-C298 187–298 yes 53.8 ± 1.4 52.4 ± 0.1
Mpro-C296 187–296 yes 51.8 ± 0.4 151 ± 5
Mpro-C295 187–295 yes 51.6 ± 0.9 629 ± 7
Mpro-C294 187–294 yes 48.3 ± 0.8 164 ± 8
Mpro-C293 187–293 no 48.0 ± 0.5 /
Mpro-C292 187–292 no 47.8 ± 0.2 /
Mpro-CF294A F294A yes 60.2 ± 0.9 1.7 ± 0.9
Mpro-CF294K F294K yes 53.6 ± 0.7 37.7 ± 0.4
Mpro-CF294D F294D yes 62.0 ± 0.2 1.3 ± 0.8
Mpro-CF294W F294W yes 59.1 ± 0.2 7.1 ± 0.6
Mpro-CD295A D295A yes 58.3 ± 0.7 7.3 ± 0.9
Mpro-CD295K D295K yes 52.0 ± 0.6 226 ± 3
Mpro-CF294A∕D295A F294A/D295A yes 57.0 ± 0.2 10.5 ± 0.8
Mpro-CF294D∕D295A F294D/D295A yes 59.0 ± 0.3 5.3 ± 0.9

/ indicates that data is not applicable.
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has almost no effect on the monomer/DS-dimer interconversion
(Fig. S5B), this difference observed between the unswappable
condition and swappable conditions should be mainly due to
the disruption of α5-helix in Mpro-Cnds.

Since the concentration dependent NH signal intensity change
is an indication of protein self-association, these results suggest
that Mpro-Cds molecules can self-associate due to the disordered
“α5-helix” under swappable conditions. On the contrary, there is
no interaction between Mpro-C monomers when α5-helix is intact
under the unswappable condition. Thus, it is very likely that the
self-association induced by the disordered “α5-helix” is relevant
to the domain-swapping process of Mpro-C.

Discussion
3D domain swapping is one of the three proposed models for the
amyloid fibril formation (4, 5), and it is important to understand
the mechanism for 3D domain swapping, especially the mechan-
ism for the conversion of monomer into 3D domain-swapped
dimer/oligomer under physiological conditions.

In the current study, we have demonstrated that Mpro-C can
reversibly interconvert between the monomeric and domain-
swapped dimeric states at 37 °C, pH 7.0. As the swapped α1-helix
of Mpro-C is completely buried in the protein hydrophobic core, it
is inevitable that at least the protein hydrophobic core needs to be
unpacked and repacked during the domain swapping process.
However, it is thermodynamically impossible for the conversion
to take place through the naturally occurred unfolded state
according to the pre-existing equilibrium theory (25). Our NH
exchange data indicate that the protein core is not exposed to
the solvent during the 3D domain swapping process, suggesting
that the unpacking and repacking of the hydrophobic core must
be undertaken in a hydrophobic environment through a special
intermediate state, which is beneficial for the domain swapping
since the energy cost can be minimized.

We have showed that the C-terminal α5-helix of Mpro-C mono-
mer under unswappable condition is disrupted and becomes dis-
ordered under the swappable conditions. Analysis of Mpro-C
monomer and DS-dimer structures indicate that this order-

to-disorder conformational transition should favor the domain
swapping process. An intact α5-helix locks the structure into an
“inactive” state for domain swapping, while disruption of α5-helix
under swappable conditions should serve as a key to unlock the
protein into an “active” state and initiate the swapping of α1-
helix. Furthermore, we found that residues within α5-helix should
also play a role to mediate the domain swapping process, in ad-
dition to the role of “lock/unlock.” Studies of C-terminal trunca-
tion mutants reveal that fully removal of α5-helix results in loss of
Mpro-C’s ability to form domain-swapped dimers, while inclusion
of residue 294 at the C-terminus is a “must” for Mpro-C trunca-
tion mutants to convert into domain-swapped dimers. Site-speci-
fic mutagenesis results also indicate that residues 294 and 295
have a great impact on the rate of the monomer to DS-dimer
conversion. Meanwhile, we observed that Mpro-C monomers
can self-associate upon disruption of α5-helix but not when
α5-helix is intact or absent, which lead us to speculate that the
disordered “α5-helices” mediated protein self-association may
enable Mpro-C to form a special dimeric intermediate that
facilitates the swapping of α1-helices without exposing them to
solvent.

Taken all together, we propose a mechanism for the intercon-
version between Mpro-C monomer and domain-swapped dimer
(Fig. 5). The C-terminal α5-helix of Mpro-C monomer must first
undergo an order-to-disorder transition, which converts Mpro-C
into an active conformation for domain swapping. The disordered
“α5-helix” then mediates protein self-association and unpacking
of the protein’s hydrophobic core to form a special intermediate
dimer, which allows the exchange of α1-helices in a hydrophobic
environment. Next, each swapped α1-helix is repacked with three
other α-helices from the partner monomer to form hydrophobic
cores of the domain-swapped dimer. Lastly, the disordered “α5-
helix” becomes ordered and locks the protein into the DS-dimer
conformation. Although our efforts were mainly focused on the
study of the formation of DS-dimer byMpro-C monomer, we have
also characterized the DS-dimer with NMR under swappable
condition, while the domain swapped dimer can dissociate into
the monomer. Comparison of 2D 1H-15N HSQC spectra of
Mpro-C monomer and DS-dimer at 37 °C reveals that NH signals
of “α5-helix” residues are exactly overlapped (Fig. S6D), indi-
cating that “α5-helices” of DS-dimer are also disordered under
swappable condition. Although the two α5-helices of Mpro-C
DS-dimer are positioned on far-most opposite sides in the crystal
structure (Fig. S6C) (21), we found that the two α5-helices can be
close to each other in solution using NMR spin label experiments.
A paramagnetic spin label agent MTSL attached to C300 on
α5-helix of one molecule of the DS-dimer can result in almost
all NH signals of residues on α5-helix of the other molecule
vanished (Fig. S6 A–C). This suggests that the hinge loop of the
DS-dimer is flexible and there is no defined relative orientation
for the two monomer-like subunits in solution. Therefore, it is
possible for the conversion of DS-dimer into monomer to take
place through a reversed process of the dimerization (Fig. 5).

It was demonstrated that many proteins act as accretions
of cooperative unfolding/refolding foldon units under native
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conditions, while the less stable foldons are suggested to be re-
lated to protein functional behaviors (28). A foldon-dependent
molecular switching mechanism has been previously proposed
for the conversion of metamorphic protein Mad2 from the check-
point inactive open form (O-Mad2) to an active close form
(C-Mad2), which is catalyzed by Mad1-C-Mad2 complex. The
catalytic C-Mad2 is suggested to selectively bind and stabilize
a partially unfolded intermediate I-Mad2, which also lowers
the energy level of the transition state in favor of the conversion
from O-Mad2 to C-Mad2 (29). While in the case of Mpro-C, since
the folding/unfolding of α5-helix does not affect the conformation
and packing of the other four α-helices, α5-helix should be the
least stable foldon that unfolds first in Mpro-C. As we have
showed that the unfolding of α5-helix is necessary for Mpro-C
monomers to self-associate and form the special intermediate di-
mer facilitating the exchange of α1-helices, the conversion rate
must be strongly affected by the α5-helix foldon stability. It is also
possible that the self-association of Mpro-C mediated by the dis-
ordered “α5-helices” can further stabilize the special dimeric in-
termediate state in favor of the formation of domain-swapped
dimer, as in the case for Mad2 (29). The domain swapping pro-
cess of Mpro-C is therefore dependent on the dynamic foldon
unfolding and refolding under native condition.

Meanwhile, our mutagenesis study results indicate that the
conversion rate does not correlate directly with the protein ther-
mal stability, and the unfolding of α5-helix serves to generate the
disordered “α5-helix” necessary for mediating the domain swap-
ping process. This provides a special “gain-of-function” example
for the order-to-disorder transition of a protein region. A similar
phenomenon has been reported for the redox-regulated chaper-
one Hsp33, of which the C-terminal redox-switch domain be-
comes unfolded to be active, while it is well folded in the inactive
state (30). Nowadays, it’s well accepted that the intrinsically dis-

ordered protein domain/region plays important biological roles in
regulation of cellular processes which often associate with a dis-
order-to-order conformational transition, as demonstrated by
many examples (31, 32). Our results suggest that an order-to-dis-
order conformational transition may also play important roles in
regulating protein functions, as its opposite process does.

Traditionally, studies of the mechanism for 3D domain swap-
ping mainly focused on the swapped elements and the hinge loop
regions (2, 8, 33). It is distinctive that an unswapped element of a
protein plays a key role in mediating the 3D domain swapping
process under native condition. Our results on Mpro-C shed
new light on the mechanism of protein 3D domain swapping,
and provide a sound mechanism on how two well-folded protein
molecules can spontaneously cross a huge energy barrier to swap
structure elements under physiological condition. It is still not
clear how exactly the disordered “α5-helix” mediates the 3D
domain swapping of Mpro-C, and further studies are needed to
reveal its detailed molecular mechanism.

Materials and Methods
Wide-type Mpro-C and all truncation as well as point mutants of Mpro-C were
expressed and purified as described previously (21). All NMR experimental
data were collected on Bruker Avance 500-MHz or 800-MHz spectrometers
equipped with triple-resonance cryoprobes. Relevant data collection and
refinement statistics for structure determination are provided in Table S3.
A complete description of the materials and experimental procedures is
included in SI Text.
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